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where M is the set of all nodes IMj excluding those fulfilling property
3. The larger the cost of a vector v is, the less test vectors can be produced by the grouping if v is selected.
The cost of a fault f , with Vf denoting the set of its test vectors, is
then estimated as
FaultCost(f ) =

v 2V

WeightVector(v ):

A larger fault cost indicates that it is harder for the algorithm to
cover it.
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BDS: A BDD-Based Logic Optimization System
Congguang Yang and Maciej Ciesielski

Abstract—This paper describes a novel logic decomposition theory
and a practical logic synthesis system, BDS. It is based on a new binary
decision diagrams (BDD) decomposition technique which supports all
types of decomposition structures, including AND, OR, XOR, and complex
MUX, both algebraic and Boolean. As a result, the method is very
efficient in synthesizing both AND/OR and XOR-intensive functions. It
also has a capability to handle very large circuits, as it employs the
BDD decomposition in the partitioned Boolean network environment.
The experimental results show that BDD-based logic decomposition is
a promising alternative to the existing logic optimization approaches.
In particular, it offers a superior runtime advantage over traditional
logic synthesis systems.
Index Terms—BDD, logic optimization, synthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Traditional logic optimization methodology, based on algebraic
factorization [1], [2], has gained tremendous success and emerged as
a dominant method in logic synthesis. However, while near optimal
results can be obtained for AND/OR-intensive functions of control
and random logic, results are far from satisfactory for arithmetic
and XOR-intensive logic functions, which can be more compactly
represented as a combination of AND/OR and XOR expressions.
Although logic optimization methods based on Boolean factorization
can potentially offer better results than algebraic methods, they failed
to compete with algebraic techniques due to their high computational
complexity. We believe that this failure of Boolean optimization
techniques is caused by inappropriate data structure used to represent
Boolean functions. The predominant cube representation used by
those techniques naturally favors algebraic-based methods and is not
suitable for Boolean operations. Consequently, Boolean operations
such as MUX and XOR received less attention from the onset of
logic synthesis research.
We believe that logic synthesis methods will keep evolving with
the emergence of newer and more efficient logic representations, and
in particular with the accumulation of expertise in binary decision
diagrams (BDDs). This paper presents the first results of research
that address this new opportunity. It presents a novel theory and a
set of efficient techniques for logic decomposition based on BDD
representation. We show that logic optimization can be efficiently
carried out through an iterative BDD decomposition and manipulation.
Our approach proves to be very efficient for both AND/OR- and
XOR-intensive functions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
unified logic optimization methodology that allows one to optimize
such diverse classes of logic functions. We also present a practical
and complete BDD-based logic optimization system, BDS, that can
handle arbitrarily large circuits. It employs the BDD decomposition
techniques in the partitioned Boolean network environment.
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Fig. 1.
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Ashenhurst decomposition using BDD: (a) decomposition chart, (b) disjoint decomposition of the BDD, and (c) block diagram.

II. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORK
A. Boolean Functions and BDDs
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic concepts of
Boolean functions, Boolean networks, and BDDs. This section reviews
basic terms used throughout the paper.
A completely specified Boolean function with n-inputs and one
output is a mapping f : B n 0! B , where B = f0; 1g. Such a function
can be uniquely defined by its onset, ON(f ) = fx: f (x) = 1g, and its
offset, OFF(f ) = fx: f (x) = 0g. For completely specified Boolean
functions f and g , f covers g , denoted as f  g , if ON(f )  ON(g ).
An incompletely specified Boolean function with n inputs and one
output is a mapping ff : B n 0! Y , where Y = f0; 1; 3g, and 3 stands
for don’t care. The don’t care set (dc-set) of an incompletely specified
Boolean function f (x) is defined as DC (f ) = fx: f (x) = 3g. A
cover F of an incompletely specified Boolean function f satisfies the
condition ON(f )  F  ON(f ) [ DC (f ). The support of Boolean
function F , denoted supp(F ), is defined as the set of variables on
which F depends. In the context of this work, we are only concerned
with completely specified Boolean functions. In the sequel, the term
Boolean function is used for a completely specified Boolean function.
The concept of BDDs was first proposed by Lee [3] in 1959. It was
then developed into a useful data structure by Akers [4] and subsequently by Bryant [5], who introduced a concept of reduced, ordered
BDDs (ROBDDs), along with a set of efficient operators for their manipulation, and proved the canonicity property of ROBDDs. The size
of a BDD can be further reduced by introducing complement edges,
[4], [6]. Basically, a complement edge (c-edge), points to the complementary form of the function (BDD node). To maintain canonicity, it is
assumed that a complement edge can only be assigned to the 0-edge. In
the rest of the paper, BDD refers to a reduced ordered BDD (ROBDD).
In the drawings, the positive cofactor will be represented by a solid
1-edge, and the negative cofactor by a dashed 0-edge.
Multilevel circuits are typically represented as a Boolean network,
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes represent Boolean functions. Various Boolean network presentations differ mainly in the way
they represent local functions, pertaining to individual nodes. The functionality of a Boolean node can be represented as a set of product terms
(as in SIS [2]), or as a BDD, in a form known as a local BDD representation. A Boolean network can be also represented in a global form,
by collapsing the entire Boolean network into a single node for each
primary output. In this representation each global node is represented
as a single monolithic BDD.
B. Functional Decomposition
The first systematic approach to functional decomposition was
proposed by Ashenhurst [7] and Curtis [8]. According to this

f (X ) can be expressed as:
f (X ) = F (G1 (Y ); G2 (Y ); . . . ; Gk (Y ); Z ), where Y [ Z = X .
Here Y is referred to as a bound set and Z is a free set. The original

decomposition, a Boolean function

Ashenhurst decomposition calls for the two sets to be disjoint,
\ Z = ; (the disjoint decomposition) 1 and having a single
predecessor block G, with k = 1 (called the simple decomposition);
see Fig. 1(c). Under such a decomposition Boolean function can be
represented by a decomposition chart, with the variables in Y and
Z corresponding to the column and row indexes, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). A disjoint decomposition f (X ) = F (G(Y ); Z )
exists if the number of distinct columns of the decomposition chart, or
column multiplicity, is  = 2. Roth and Karp [9] extended this result
to nondisjoint decomposition, with Y \ Z = X , and with k > 1
predecessor blocks Gi . The functional decomposition methods based
on the decomposition charts are computationally inefficient because
the number of columns in the chart grows exponentially with the
number of bound set variables, and testing decomposition with each
bound set is possible only after constructing its decomposition chart.

Y

C. Previous Work in BDD Decomposition
This section reviews a number of BDD-based logic decomposition
methods developed over the last decade. These methods can be divided
into two major classes: 1) methods that follow the traditional functional decomposition of Ashenhurst–Curtis, but rely on BDDs as an
efficient data structure for the implementation of their algorithms and
2) methods that use the structure of a BDD to identify good decompositions and more efficiently utilize the expressive power of BDDs. The
method described in this paper belongs to the latter category.
The BDD decomposition methods from the first class employ
BDDs as a platform to carry out traditional functional decomposition
of Ashenhurst [7] and Roth–Karp [9]. Lai et al. [10] demonstrated that
the structure of a BDD is implicitly related to the decomposition chart
and hence can be used to perform the functional decomposition. Given
an ordered BDD, a cut set is selected that partitions the variables into
a bound set and a free set; see Fig. 1(b). Each node in the cut set
corresponds to a unique column of the decomposition chart, Fig. 1(a).
The decomposition exists if the size of the cut set m satisfies the
condition m  2k , where k is the number of outputs of function
block G. The implementation of the decomposed functions, F and
G, is accomplished by encoding the BDD nodes in the cut set, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). The described cut-based approach has served as
a basis for several logic decomposition methods [10]–[13]. They are
particularly applicable to FPGA designs; in this case the cut is selected
based on the number of inputs to the look-up-table (LUT) blocks. The
1The disjoint and nondisjoint decompositions refer to the interaction of the
variables in the support of the function. They should not be confused with disjunctive (OR) and conjunctive (AND) decompositions, described in Section III-B.
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method of Lai et al. [10] has been extended also to the decomposition of multiple-output functions in [14]. Here the multiple-output
Boolean function is first converted into an integer-valued function and
represented as an edge-valued BDD (EVBDD); the EVBDD is then
decomposed using method similar to [10] and the result converted
back into a multiple-output function. A serious limitation of all those
methods is that they require finding a cut which separates the bound
variables from the free variables.
An important group of methods in the same category is that of bidecompositions, introduced by Bochman et al. [15]. Bidecompositions
are functional decompositions of the type F (X; Y ; Z ) = G(X; Y )
stands for any binary Boolean operation. For purely
H (Y ; Z ), where
algebraic decomposition, Y = ;, and for nonalgebraic decomposition
Y 6= ; (the overlap set). If the support of G (or H ) is identical to that
of F , the bidecomposition is called weak; otherwise, it is called strong.
A class of quasialgebraic decomposition, i.e., bidecompositions
where the set Y is fixed, has been introduced by Stanion and Sechen
in [16]. They give the necessary and sufficient conditions for a
function to have a quasi-algebraic decomposition for a given choice
of X; Y ; Z . This is a special case of Roth–Karp decomposition with
k = 1 predecessor block. This method also requires that the variable
partitioning into subsets X; Y ; Z be consistent with the ordering of
variables in the BDD.
The BDD-based logic synthesis continues to be an active research
area. Recently, Mishchenko et al. [17] suggested a method to perform
bidecomposition using formulas with quantifiers evaluated with the
help of BDDs. A work of Files and Perkowski [18] applies multivalued
decision diagrams, MDDs, to perform multivalued functional decomposition.
The second class of methods relies on the structure of BDD to
identify good decompositions and guide directly the decomposition
process. The first known work in this class, and the one that inspired
our research, is that of Karplus [19]. Karplus introduced the concept
of a 1- and 0-dominator and showed their relationship to algebraic
AND/OR decomposition, illustrated in Fig. 2. In a BDD without the
complement edges, a 1-dominator (0-dominator) is a node which
belongs to every path from the root to terminal node 1 (0).
There have been several other attempts to perform multilevel logic
optimization directly on a BDD. Bertacco and Damiani [20] proposed
a method which performs recursive decomposition directly on a BDD.
Their method basically annotates disjoint decomposition inherent in the
BDD structure. It is fast and for some circuits generates much better
results than SIS [2]. However, it can only detect simple disjoint decompositions. Stanion and Sechen [21] proposed a Boolean division
and factorization method using a specialized BDD operator, called interval cofactor. An important contribution of this work is its capability
to extract XORs using a BDD decomposition technique similar to that
described in Section III-D. However, due to a lack of efficient way to
generate good Boolean divisors, the improvement offered by such a
Boolean division over SIS is marginal.
It should be noted that the BDD-based decomposition techniques
mentioned here can only detect bidecompositions for a variable order
consistent with their partitioning into the bound set and the free set.
Otherwise, none of these methods can detect algebraic or quasi-algebraic decomposition and require reordering of variables. The method
described in this paper attempts to remedy this problem. We demonstrate that the structure of a well-ordered BDD can be used directly to
identify functional decomposition of the underlying function, leading
to efficient multilevel logic implementations. The described method
can detect algebraic as well as Boolean decompositions even for the
variable order that is inconsistent with the variable partitioning. The
theory of such a decomposition is the subject of Section III.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2.

F
F

Algebraic decompositions of Karplus: (a) conjunction decomposition,

a b c d
ab cd

= ( + )( + ), based on 1-dominator and (b) disjunctive decomposition,
=
+
, based on 0-dominator.

III. THEORY OF BDD DECOMPOSITION
A. Terminology and Fundamentals
Definition 1 (BDD): A BDD is a DAG representing a Boolean function. It can be uniquely defined as a tuple, BDD = (8; V ; E ; f0; 1g),
where 8 is the function node (root), V is the set of nodes, E is a set of
edges, and 0 and 1 are the terminal nodes.
Definition 2 (Leaf Edges): The leaf edge is an edge e 2 E which is
directly connected to a terminal node of the BDD. The set of leaf edges,
denoted 6, can be partitioned into 60 , the set of leaf edges connected
to 0, and 61 , the set of leaf edges connected to 1. All the other edges
of the BDD are called internal.
Definition 3 (Paths): A path from root to terminal node 0(1) is
called a 0-path (1-path). 50 is the set of all 0-paths, and 51 is the set
of all 1-paths. 5 = 50 51 is the set of all paths of the BDD.
Theorem 1: Every internal edge e 2 (E 0 6) belongs to at least
one path p1 2 51 and to one path p0 2 50 .
Proof: The theorem is proved by contradiction. Since BDD is a
connected graph, every edge must belong to 50 or 51 . Assume that
e 2 E 0 6 belongs to 51 only. Then all the nodes below e can be
collapsed into 1, so that e 2 61 . Hence, the contradiction. Same reasoning applies to the case of 50 .
Definition 4 (Cut): The cut in a BDD is a set of edges which partitions its nodes V into two disjoint subsets, D and (V -D), such that root
2 D and terminals 0; 1 2 (V -D)). A horizontal cut is a cut in which
the support of D and (V -D) in terms of the associated variables, are
disjoint.
We now provide a theoretical basis for two fundamental BDD decompositions, namely the conjunctive and disjunctive Boolean decompositions.
Definition 5 (Conjunctive Decomposition): Boolean function F
has the conjunctive (AND) decomposition if it can be represented as
F = D 1 Q. Function D is called the Boolean divisor and Q is the
quotient of F under this decomposition.
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Definition 6 (Disjunctive Decomposition) : Boolean function F has
the disjunctive (OR) decomposition if it can be represented as F =
G + H.
The decomposition is algebraic if the supports of Q and D (G and
H ) are disjoint; otherwise, the decomposition is Boolean. In contrast to
quasi-algebraic methods [16], we do not make any assumption whether
the decomposition is algebraic or Boolean; nor do we require any explicit declaration of the number of the overlapping variables. Instead,
we develop a general decomposition method for the conjunctive (disjunctive) decomposition, common to both types.
We now state two well-known theorems that form a basis of our BDD
decomposition technique. The proofs can be found in any textbook on
logic synthesis, such as [22].
Theorem 2: Boolean function F has a conjunctive Boolean decomposition F = D 1 Q if and only if F  D . For a given choice of D ,
the quotient Q must satisfy F  Q  F + D .
We use this theorem to generate the Boolean divisor and the quotient
directly from the BDD. Our procedure will first generate divisor D and
then compute quotient Q from F using the offset of D as don’t care.
Theorem 3: Boolean function F has a disjunctive Boolean decomposition F = G + H if and only if F  G. Then, for a given choice of
G, the disjunctive term H must satisfy the condition F  H  F + G.
This theorem forms the basis for our disjunctive decomposition; we
will first generate G and then compute H from F using an onset of G
as don’t care.
B. And/Or Decomposition
Definition 7 (Generalized Dominator) : Consider a cut partitioning
the set of BDD nodes of function F into D and (V -VD ). The portion of
the BDD defined by nodes VD is copied to form a separate graph, where
an edge e is connected to 0 if e 2 60 (F ), and it is connected to 1 if e 2
61 (F ). All the internal edges e 2 (E 0 6) are left dangling; they are
referred to as free edges. The resulting graph is called the generalized
dominator of F with respect to the given cut, denoted GD(F ).
Example 1: Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows the construction of a generalized dominator. First, a cut is applied to the BDD of F in Fig. 3(a).
Then the portion above the cut is copied to form a separate graph, with
6(F ) edges connected to the corresponding terminals 0 or 1, shown in
Fig. 3(b).
The following theorem shows how to obtain a Boolean divisor and
perform the conjunctive Boolean decomposition of the BDD of F by
redirecting the free edges of GD(F ) to terminal node 1.
Lemma 1: Given a generalized dominator GD(F ) of function F ,
the Boolean divisor D is obtained from GD(F ) by redirecting its free
edges to 1. The quotient Q is obtained from F by redirecting the 60 (D)
edges in F to don’t care nodes.
Proof: First we shall show that D satisfies the condition of Theorem 2 , that is D  F . By construction, 60 (D)  60 (F ), and
50 (D)  50 (F ), that is D  F , or equivalently, D  F . In Fig. 3,
D = fe
dg  F = fed; edbg. Alternatively, it can be argued that all
1-paths of D are either identical to or subsume those of F . This is because, by Theorem 1, every internal edge of F is on some 1-path. By
construction, this is also true for the free edges of GD(F ). By redirecting the free edges of GD(F ) to 1, the BDD of D covers all 1-paths
of F , that is D  F .
It remains to be shown that, for such constructed D , the BDD of Q
satisfies the condition for the quotient: F  Q  F + D . This follows
directly from the construction of Q; we start with Q = F , identify the
offset of D as 0-paths in the BDD of D , and redirect the corresponding
0-paths in F to don’t care (DC) nodes. By construction, each 0-path in
D , p0 (D ), has an equivalent 0-path in F , p0 (F ); that is, the nodes of
p0 (D ) are in one-to-one correspondence with the nodes of p0 (F ). For
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Fig. 3. A simple example of conjunctive Boolean decomposition.

example, see the 0-path (ed) in the BDD of D in Fig. 3(d) and the identical one in F in Fig. 3(a). Replacing the node 0 with DC on such a path
in Q = F will never decrease the onset of the resulting Q compared
to F [it may only increase it by making some nodes redundant, as in
Fig. 3(e) and (f)]. Hence Q  F . Finally, we claim that redirecting the
60 (D) edges to DC is equivalent to adding the offset of D as a don’t
care set to F . This is true, because replacing node 0 by DC at the end of
the path p0 (F ) amounts to adding an offset cube of D associated with
p0 (D ) to the BDD of F . This is done for all p0 (D ) 2 50 (D ). Hence
such constructed Q satisfies Q  F + D .
Example 2: Fig. 3 is used again to illustrate Lemma 1 for function
F = e + bd. The free edge (d) of GD (F ) in Fig. 3(b) is redirected
to constant 1, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The Boolean divisor D is readily
evaluated as D = e + d, shown in Fig. 3(d). The quotient Q for this
divisor is obtained from F by using the offset of D (cube ed) as don’t
care; see Fig. 3(e). The minimization of F with respect to this don’t care
gives Q = e+b, as shown in Fig. 3(f). Notice that (D = e+d)  (F =
e + bd), and (Q = e + b) satisfies the condition F  Q  F + e
d.
Example 3: A complete conjunctive (AND) decomposition is shown
in Fig. 4. First, a cut is performed on the BDD in Fig. 4(a), and the
generalized-dominator GD(F ) is built. Then, the Boolean divisor D
is constructed from GD(F ) by redirecting the free edges to 1. The
reduction of this BDD gives D = (af + b + c), shown in Fig. 4(b).
The quotient Q is obtained from F by minimizing it with the offset of
bc; abcg) as don’t care, giving Q = (ag + d + e);
D (i.e., D = faf
see Fig. 4(c). As a result, F = (af + b + c)(ag + d + e) with only
eight literals. This is the best know decomposition for this function.
Disjunctive (OR) decomposition is dual to the conjunctive decomposition. The following is the fundamental theorem for disjunctive decomposition.
Lemma 2: Consider a disjunctive Boolean decomposition F = G +
H . Given a generalized dominator GD (F ) of function F , the Boolean
term G can be obtained by redirecting the free edges of GD(F ) to
0. The Boolean term H is obtained from F by redirecting the 61 (G)
edges in F to don’t care nodes.
Proof: We must show that such constructed G and H satisfy the
conditions of Theorem 3 . First, notice that by redirecting the free edges
of GD(F ) to 0, the offset of the resulting Boolean function G covers
the offset of F , that is, G  F , hence G  F . The rest of the proof is
dual to that of Lemma 1 . In this case, each 1-path p1 (G) has its counterpart in F ; see for example the path fabg in Fig. 5(d) of D and the
one in Fig. 5(a) of F . Redirecting the 61 (G) edges to DC is equivalent
to replacing the onset of G as don’t care in F in the construction of H .
Example 4: Fig. 5 illustrates Lemma 2 for function F = ab + bc.
The free edges of GD(F ) in Fig. 5(b) are redirected to constant 0,
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Conjunctive BDD decomposition: (a) original function

F , (b) generalized dominator and Boolean divisor D, and (c) computing quotient Q from F .
(refer to proofs of Lemma 1 and 2). This problem has been shown to be
NP-complete [23], [24], and only a few heuristics are available today to
solve it. The exact method described in [24] can only be used for small
functions. We use the heuristics based on the RESTRICT operator of
Coudert and Madre [25].
C. Identifying Useful Cuts

Fig. 5.

A simple example of disjunctive Boolean decomposition.

resulting in G = ab, as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d). The term H of this
decomposition is obtained from F by setting the onset of G, fabg, as
don’t care; see Fig. 5(e). The minimization of F with respect to this
don’t care gives H = bc, or H = b + c, as shown in Fig. 5(f). Notice
that G = ab  F , and F  H  (F + ab).
The conjunctive and disjunctive decompositions described in this
section are, in general, Boolean decompositions. This is because, by
construction, the functions D and Q (or G and H ) share their support
variables; while supp(D) contains only the variables above the cut,
supp(Q)  supp(F ) because Q is derived from F . That is, using the
terminology of [15], the resulting bidecomposition may be weak. If the
minimization of Q removes all variables in supp(D) from supp(Q),
leading to disjoint supports of D and Q, the resulting decomposition
is algebraic. In this case, our generalized dominator reduces to a 1- or
0-dominator of Karplus [19], discussed in Section II-C. The same argument applies to the disjunctive decomposition, F = G + H .
In contrast to quasi-algebraic methods of [16], our method can find
decomposition for the variable order not necessarily consistent with
the partitioning of variables into sets X; Y ; Z . Consider, for example,
function F = (ab + c)(ad + e). This decomposition can be readily
obtained with our method. The algorithm of [16] can find this decomposition only when variable a separates the sets (b; c) and (d; e) in the
variable order. However, the best variable order, (a; b; c; d; e), which
gives the BDD of minimum size (eight nodes), violates this condition,
making it impossible to obtain this decomposition.
Finally, we should comment on the minimization of the BDD with
don’t cares which is an essential part of our decomposition procedures

The number of possible cuts that should be examined in the search
for an optimal AND/OR decomposition can be prohibitively large even
for a moderately sized BDD. Therefore, a mechanism to reduce the
number of candidate cuts has been developed, rendering some cuts invalid or redundant.
It can be shown that only cuts which contain at least one leaf edge
e 2 6 can lead to nontrivial Boolean decomposition [26]. We refer
to them as valid cuts. All terminal edges of a generalized dominator
generated from other cuts are free; when redirected to 1 (0), they create
trivial Boolean divisors (D = 1), or trivial disjunctive Boolean terms
(H = 0). To further limit the number of cuts, they can be grouped into
equivalence classes as follows.
Definition 8 (Equivalent cuts): Two cuts are 0-equivalent if they
contain the same set of 60 edges. Similarly, two cuts are 1-equivalent
if they contain the same set of 61 edges.
Theorem 4: All Boolean divisors of a conjunctive decomposition,
obtained from 0-equivalent cuts, are identical. Similarly, all Boolean
terms of a disjunctive decomposition, obtained from 1-equivalent cuts,
are identical.
Proof: Consider two 0-equivalent cuts. In each of the Boolean
divisors generated by those cuts, edges e 2 60 are connected to 0; all
other edges are connected to 1. Hence, both Boolean divisors have the
same set of 1-paths 51 (onset) and the same 0-paths 50 (offset). Hence,
they are identical. Similar argument applies to 1-equivalent cuts.
Fig. 6(a) shows a BDD with several possible cuts. Cuts 2 and 3 are
0-equivalent, hence they lead to identical Boolean divisors, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and (c). Additional properties, such as transitive cut
property [26], can further reduce the number of valid cuts to be considered. In our approach we limit our attention to horizontal cuts. While
it is obvious that nonhorizontal cuts can help identify other useful decompositions, possibly leading to better results, the inclusion of those
cuts would significantly increase the computational complexity. In the
worst case, the total number of horizontal cuts is jV j, where V is the
number of variables (levels of a BDD). In practice, the total number of
valid horizontal cuts is much smaller because many cuts are either 1or 0-equivalent.
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Fig. 6. (a) Various cuts on a BDD. (b), (c) Equivalent cuts.

D. XOR Decomposition
The BDD decomposition based on generalized dominators, described in the previous section, relies on the leaf edges, 6. While
BDDs of random logic AND/OR-intensive functions tend to have many
6 edges, XOR-intensive and arithmetic functions have very few or no
6 edges. It is apparent that the decomposition which relies on 6 edges
will fail on a BDD with few 6 edges.
This section addresses this issue by developing the techniques targeting XOR-type decomposition on a BDD. We observed that an XOR
decomposition is associated with the presence of complement edges
(c-edges) in the BDD. For this reason, we use a BDD representation
with c-edges to detect such decompositions. Recall that in order to
maintain canonicity, only the negative edges can be complemented.
They will be represented in this paper as dotted edges with a bubble. In
the sequel, we will use XNOR (8) instead of XOR, as it is more straightforward to develop.
We shall first consider an algebraic XNOR decomposition,
F = G8H , with disjoint supports of G and H . Let function F be
represented by a BDD with complement edges. We define an x-dominator in such a BDD to help identify an algebraic XOR decomposition.
Definition 9 (x-Dominator): Node v 2 V which is contained in
every path p 2 5 is called an x-dominator.
The definition of x-dominator implies that there must exist at least
one complement edge above it; otherwise, all the BDD nodes above v
will collapse into v .
Theorem 5: Let v be an x-dominator in the BDD of Boolean function F . The BDD of F can be algebraically decomposed as F =
G8H , where G is a BDD rooted at v ; BDD of H is obtained from
F by redirecting the regular edges pointing to node v to terminal 1 and
the complement edges pointing to node v to terminal 0.
Proof: Fig. 7(a) shows a generic BDD with an x-dominator v .
The BDD of G rooted at v is copied with negative polarity (G) so that
the complement edges pointing to G can be transformed into negative
edges pointing to G, as shown in Fig. 7(b). The BDD of F can now be
represented as a disjunction of two parts, one with G replaced by node
0, and the other with G replaced by node 0, as shown in Fig. 7(c). Note
that G and G are 1-dominators in their respective BDDs. By defining H
to be a Boolean function derived from F by redirecting all the edges
pointing to G to node 1, and all the edges pointing to G to 0, as in
Fig. 7(c), function F can be represented as F = G1H +G1H = G8H .

Fig. 7. Algebraic XNOR decomposition based on x-dominator.

Fig. 8.

An x-dominator leading to algebraic XNOR decomposition, F = (x +

y)8(u + r + q).

Notice that 1-paths of F that pass through node v1 are always complementary with respect to (w.r.t.) those passing through node v2 , hence
the portions of BDD above the two nodes are H and H , respectively.
Example 5: Fig. 8(a) shows a BDD with c-edges for Boolean function F = f(
u + r + q)(x + y) + urqxyg. An x-dominator can be
identified at node v (variable x); the function rooted at v is G = x + y .
By expressing the c-edge coming into v as a negative edge, the BDD
can be represented as a BDD with regular edges in Fig. 8(b). Here node
v is split into v1 , associated with G = x + y , and node v2 , associated
with G = x
y. In this BDD all 1-paths pass either through node v1 or
through node v2 . Therefore, F = (x + y )8(
u + r + q), see Fig. 8(c).
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Boolean XNOR decomposition of function rnd4-1, F = (x

8x )8(x (x

The algebraic XOR decomposition defined here is essentially identical to that of [21].
We shall now consider Boolean XNOR decomposition, F = G8H ,
with no constraints imposed on the supports of G and H . While function F may not have an algebraic XOR decomposition, it has many
Boolean XOR decompositions, as expressed by the following theorem.
Theorem 6: For a Boolean function F and an arbitrary Boolean
function G, there always exists a Boolean function H , such that F =
G8H .
Proof: The proof is based on the Boolean transformation: F =
G8 (G8F ) = G8 H , where G is an arbitrary Boolean function, and
H = G8 F .
This theorem points out that a Boolean XOR decomposition is not
unique, in fact it has infinitely many decompositions, each associated
with an arbitrary Boolean function G. While exhaustive search for all
combinations of G; H that minimize F is clearly prohibitive, a set of
good candidates for G can be detected directly from the BDD by identifying a generalized x-dominator, defined below.
Definition 10 (Generalized x-dominator): Node v 2 V which is
pointed to by at least one complement and one regular (positive or negative) edge is called the generalized x-dominator.
Once a generalized x-dominator G is identified in the BDD,
H = G8F is computed using a standard apply operator from a BDD
package.
Example 6: Fig. 9(a) shows the BDD for circuit rnd4–1 from the
MCNC benchmark suite. There are two generalized x-dominators,
namely x1 , and x4 . We illustrate an XNOR decomposition based on x1 .
First we create G = x1 8x4 , as a function rooted at x1 ; see Fig. 9(b).
The BDD of H is derived from G and F by computing H = G8F ,
as shown in Fig. 9(b). We show it also without the c-edges in Fig. 9(c)
to point out that it exposes a 1-dominator x3 , so it can be further
algebraically decomposed as H = x2 (x3 + x1 x4 ). This results in the
final decomposition: F = (x1 8x4 )8(x2 (x3 + x1 x4 )).
E. Mux Decomposition
Each node of a BDD can be viewed as a multiplexor (MUX), leading
to a simple MUX decomposition. Such a decomposition can be generalized to a more effective functional MUX decomposition, where the
control signal is a function, instead of a single input variable. Such a
decomposition often leads to concise multilevel implementations.
Theorem 7: Consider a BDD structure, in which two nodes, u and v ,
cover all paths p 2 5. The BDD can then be decomposed as F = hf +
 g , where f and g are functions rooted at nodes u and v , respectively,
h
and h is obtained from the BDD of F by redirecting node u to 1, and
node v to 0.
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5; see Fig. 10.
Example 7: Fig. 11 shows an example of a functional MUX decomposition for F = (zw + zw
)x + (zw + zw)x, shown in Fig. 1(b).

+x

x )).

Fig. 10. Functional MUX decomposition: F =

Fig. 11.

Example of functional

g = zw + zw.

MUX

 .
hf + hg

decomposition:

F = gx + gy , where

Two “articulation” nodes, x and y , of this BDD cover all paths p 2 5.
Subsequently, the function can be represented as F = g x
 + gy , where
g = zw + z
w serves as a control signal for the MUX.
We should recall that Theorem 7 applies only to BDDs without complement edges above u and v . One should note the resemblance of
the functional MUX decomposition with the functional decomposition
of Ashenhurst (cf. Section II-C). Specifically, the MUX decomposition
with a single control function is identical to a simple disjoint decomposition of Ashenhurst with column multiplicity of two; in general, the
column multiplicity corresponds to the number of the “articulation”
nodes (u; v ) in Theorem 7, as illustrated by the above example.
IV. BDS SYSTEM—IMPLEMENTATION
This section briefly reviews the implementation of a complete logic
optimization system, BDS. In order to handle arbitrarily large circuits it
operates in the partitioned Boolean network environment. The details
of the initial implementation of the system are presented in [26] and
[27].
A. Synthesis Flow
BDS adopts a general synthesis flow of SIS, as shown in Fig. 12.
The similarity between BDS and SIS is obvious. The fundamental difference between the two systems is in the way they represent Boolean
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Synthesis flows of SIS and BDS.

nodes and carry out the individual optimization procedures. SIS works
on an algebraic representation of the entire Boolean network, iteratively
factoring out algebraic expressions and performing node collapsing and
logic simplification. BDS first partitions the network into a set of nodes,
represents each as a local BDD, and then performs BDD decomposition. All the subsequent procedures are carried out on local BDDs,
using the decomposition algorithms especially tailored for BDDs.
The first step in the employed synthesis flow is the removal of initial
redundancy from the Boolean network using procedure sweep. While
there is no real logic optimization involved in this procedure, it plays
an important role in preparing the network for a subsequent decomposition. In addition to removing constant and single-variable nodes,
all functionally equivalent nodes are also identified and removed from
the Boolean network. Removal of functionally duplicated nodes at this
initial stage significantly improves runtime complexity of BDS over
traditional approaches.

B. Network Partitioning By Node Elimination
Applying logic optimization to the entire Boolean network using
global BDD representation may not be practical for large designs. On
the other hand, applying logic optimization to a completely local representation may not work either, as it may leave a significant amount
of redundancy in the network. A reasonable tradeoff can be achieved
by partially collapsing the Boolean network into a set of supernodes.
Each supernode can then be represented as a local BDD and synthesized. Partial collapsing is critical to a logic synthesis system; it helps
to remove logic redundancy, caused, for example, by local reconvergence, often present in a multilevel network.
Partial collapsing can be implemented with a help of the eliminate
procedure, which attempts to maintain the right granularity of the
Boolean network. A properly designed eliminate scheme provides a
good starting point for logic optimization algorithms. Two approaches
have been proposed in the literature for the eliminate procedure using
BDDs. The first one is based on progressive elimination [28], where

BDDs are constructed from primary inputs to primary outputs. At any
point, if the size of a BDD is larger than a predefined fixed threshold,
an intermediate variable is introduced. This approach, however,
ignores a specific structure of the Boolean network. As a result, the
elimination often stops at boundaries which are not natural for a given
logic network; this approach may also cause memory explosion. The
second approach is based on iterative elimination [29] and is quite
similar to the eliminate procedure of SIS [2]. BDS adopts a similar
approach, except that it uses the number of BDD nodes as the cost
function to guide the elimination, instead of the literal count.
In practice, a straightforward implementation of the eliminate procedure is complicated by the BDD variable reordering. When local
BDDs are constructed for a Boolean network, an intermediate variable
is created for each Boolean node. Therefore, in addition to all primary
inputs, a BDD manager also contains all intermediate variables. The
number of such variables could be very large even for a medium-sized
circuit, and reordering a BDD manager with all the variables will severely degrade the overall runtime performance. Furthermore, the removal of one node from the Boolean network corresponds to the demise
of one variable in the BDD manager; such a variable becomes unused.
After several iterations and the removal of many Boolean nodes the
BDD manager contains a large number of unused variables. It has been
found that in the entire ISCAS benchmark set about 63% of variables in
the BDD manager become unused just after first iteration. Obviously,
performing variable reordering in a BDD manager with such a large
number of unused variables is highly inefficient. In our system, instead
of reordering the BDD manager with all the variables, a new BDD manager, containing only the used variables, is initialized. Each BDD is
then transferred into the new BDD manager using our proprietary bddPool mechanism, described in [27]. During this process, variables are
substituted according to a mapping function , which maps the variables from the old BDD manager onto the new one. When all BDDs
are reconstructed in the new BDD manager, a set of BDDs which are
isomorphic to the original ones, but much more compact in the range of
indexes, is obtained. This process is referred to as a BDD mapping [27].
Thanks to an efficient implementation of BDD mapping our eliminate
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Fig. 13. Sharing extraction on the factoring trees: (a) original BDD, (b) factoring trees after BDD decomposition, and (c) factoring trees after sharing extraction
(^
XOR;
XNOR; dotted oval
complemented gate).

=

Fig. 14.

@=

=

Decomposition and extraction sharing on the factoring trees of g and h.

procedure is on average 85 times faster than that of [29]. The runtime
advantage of BDS becomes even more pronounced for larger circuits.
C. The BDD Decomposition Engine
In our system, a BDD is first subjected to a variable reordering [30].
This serves as a means to achieve an initial logic simplification, a good
starting point for further logic decomposition. The decomposition of
the ordered BDD consists of two major parts: 1) an iterative BDD
decomposition, where a large BDD is recursively decomposed into
smaller parts, and 2) a construction and processing of the factoring
trees. Factoring trees are constructed along with the BDD decomposition as a means to record the result of the decomposition.
The iterative BDD decomposition is a search process for the most efficient decomposition. The BDD dominators, introduced in Section III
are empirically ordered in terms of the resulting decomposition efficiency as follows: 1) simple dominators (1-, 0- and x-dominator); 2)
functional MUX; 3) generalized dominator; and 4) generalized x-dominator. If all searches fail, the BDD is decomposed using a simple cofactor (simple MUX) w.r.t. a top variable in the BDD. In practice, this
last step is rarely reached; it is kept to ensure that the BDD will still be
decomposed when all other attempts fail.
A BDD decomposition process begins with the BDD structural scan
in which the structural information of a BDD needed to guide the various decomposition types is obtained. The result of BDD decomposition for each output is stored in a factoring tree. Subsequently, logic
sharing between different factoring trees is detected to further optimize
the synthesis results. For this purpose, BDDs are constructed for all
factoring trees in a bottom-up fashion, and the canonicity property of a
BDD is used to identify functionally equivalent subtrees. Fig. 13 shows
an example of sharing extraction for circuit b1.blif from the MCNC
benchmark set.
Example 8: Consider a two-output function, fg; hg, with global
BDD representations shown in Fig. 14(a). The BDDs are decomposed

independently of each other, one using x-dominator and the other using
functional MUX decomposition. The factoring trees are constructed for
each function, resulting in the structure shown in Fig. 14(b). Finally, the
logic shared between the two factoring trees is extracted and shared in
the final network, as shown in Fig. 14(c).
Finally, we should comment on difference between our approach to
the the decomposition of multiple-output functions and the one based
on EVBDDs, described in [14]. An EVBDD-based method requires
that all outputs share the same bound set to be decomposable. Our approach, which decomposed each output independently, offers freedom
to select each “bound set” individually, potentially leading to better results.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experiments have been conducted on a Pentium-III/500 machine running Linux. They cover all nontrivial combinational circuits
from the MCNC benchmark set. The test circuits were divided into
two groups: 1) AND/OR-intensive (random logic) functions, and 2)
XOR-intensive, arithmetic functions. All the circuits were synthesized
by both BDS and by SIS using script.rugged [2] and mapped onto
mcnc.genlib. Both a tree-based mapper of SIS and a mapper based on
Boolean matching, ceres [31], were used in the experiment.
The results for small and medium size circuits, which can be
modeled as a global BDD, were presented and analyzed in [32]. For
AND/OR-intensive (random logic) circuits, BDS uses on average 4%
fewer gates but requires 5% more area than SIS. At the same time,
BDS outperforms SIS by 37% in CPU time for this class of circuits.
The slight increase in area is due to the higher cost of XOR gates
assigned by the mapper. For the class of arithmetic functions and
XOR-intensive logic, BDS outperforms SIS in all aspects: the number
of literals (on average by 40%), gate count (by 23%), gate area (by
14%), and CPU time (by 84%). A tree-based SIS mapper was used
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN BDS AND SIS

TABLE II
RESULTS OF BDS AND SIS FOR LARGE ARITHMETIC CIRCUITS

in this experiment since ceres was not stable on this set of circuits.
As a result only 33% of XORs were preserved by the mapper. As
demonstrated in [32], the performance of BDS in terms of the number
of gates compares favorably with the technique of Tsai et al. [33],
developed specifically for arithmetic functions.
Table I summarizes a set of larger experimental results from the
LGSynth91 test case suite, showing the circuit delay and memory usage
by both systems. The circuits were mapped by the SIS mapper. The gate
area of circuits synthesized by BDS is consistently larger than SIS, in
this set by about 11% on average. The delay is on average 6% smaller
than that of SIS. The amount of memory required by BDS is on average
82% lower. In terms of the CPU performance, BDS demonstrates significant advantage over SIS; on average it is more than eight times faster
on this set of circuits. The results for two test cases, dalu and vda, merit
additional explanation; they are inferior to SIS both in circuit area and
delay. This can be explained by the fact that BDS does not perform node
simplification with local and satisfiability don’t cares derived from the
network, as it is done in full simplify of SIS. A specialized BDD-based
Boolean network optimization with don’t cares would be a desirable
feature in order to improve these results.
To prove the potential of BDS to optimize large circuits, where network partitioning into local BDDs is necessary, we tested our system
on a set of arithmetic circuits generated by a proprietary HDL-to-blif
translator. The results are shown in Table II. On average, BDS is over

100 times faster than SIS. The overall runtime complexity of BDS is
significantly lower than that of SIS.
Notice that circuit area synthesized with BDS is only slightly (on average 3%) larger than that obtained with SIS. There are two reasons
for that. First, since BDS has a capability to perform XOR and MUX decompositions, the XOR and MUX structures are represented explicitly
in the factoring trees and in the final blif files. However, only a small
fraction of XORs and MUXs are actually mapped to XOR and MUX gates;
this is a known weakness of the tree-based technology mapper of SIS
used in our experiment. Secondly, currently BDS does not have the
capability to perform satisfiability don’t care minimization. If the redundancy cannot be removed by the eliminate eliminate procedure, it
will most likely remain in the final synthesized circuit.
All the results produced by BDS, except for C6288, were independently verified w.r.t. the original specification by our internal verifier
(BDS with option -verify) and by SIS. Since both tools build global
BDDs to perform verification, they could not verify the C6288 multiplier. However, since we verify each step of the elimination process
(when building local BDDs) we believe the result to be correct too.
VI. CONCLUSION
The experimental results show that BDD-based logic optimization is
a promising alternative to the existing logic optimization approaches. In
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particular, it offers a superior runtime advantage over traditional logic
synthesis techniques based on algebraic transformations. It can also be
useful as a tool for fast and reliable estimation of logic optimization.
An up-to-date version of the BDS software can be downloaded from
[34].
The capability of current BDD-based methodology can be further
enhanced by incorporating the following future work.
1) While BDS offers great runtime improvement, especially for
arithmetic circuits, it cannot successfully compete in terms of
gate area with highly tuned and perfected algebraic methods for
random logic circuits. BDD-based logic minimization with satisfiability don’t cares, similar to full-simplify of SIS, should be
developed to improve the area performance of BDS.
2) The minimization of BDDs with don’t care nodes (Section III-B)
remains an open and difficult problem requiring more research.
Improving this procedure could significantly improve the results.
3) One of the current weaknesses of BDS is its inability to properly
balance the factoring tree, which is crucial for the delay minimization. This can be overcome by selecting, among several candidate dominators, the ones closest to the middle of the tree. This
requires further tuning of the cost function.
4) Recently, we found that BDS is also amenable to FPGA synthesis. In-depth analysis of the underlying algorithms for BDD
decomposition should be performed to fully understand the
reason for its applicability to FPGAs. Very encouraging initial
results, showing over 30% improvement in the LUT count, have
already been obtained [35].
5) The common logic extraction performed on the factored trees
is currently limited to completely specified functions of the tree
nodes. The caching technique recently proposed in [17] can be
readily used used to remedy this problem.
Compared with the state-of-the-art logic synthesis methodology,
which has evolved from continuous research and development during
the past 20 years, the presented BDD-based logic optimization
technique is very young and much less mature. Extensive research
must be performed to make this approach a truly successful synthesis
method. We hope that this work will initiate a new round of research
in logic synthesis area in the years to come.
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